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Introduction 

Throughout this paper A and B are assumed to be associative rings which pos
sess identity elements 1A and IB respectively. The category of all left (resp. right) 
A-modules will be denoted by A9Je (resp. 9J1 .1 ), and by a functor we shall always 
mean a covariant additive functor. In case we speak of a subring B of A we shall 
assume that In=lA. All modules over a ring are assumed to be unitary. 

Let S be a functor from A9Je to B9J1 and T a functor from B9Je to A9J1. In case 
there is a natural isomorphism 

( 1 ) HomB(S(X), Y)~HomA(X, TCY» 

where both sides of (1) are considered as bifunctors in X and Y with values in the 
category of abelian groups, we say, following D. M. Kan [5], that S is a left adjoint 
of T and T is a right adjoint of S. If S is a left adjoint of T and T has a right 
adjoint we shall say that {S, T} is an adjoint pair of functors. 

Among adjoint pairs of functors the simplest one is such that {T, S} as well as 
{S, T} is an adjoint pair; in this case {5, T} will be called a strongly adjoint pair. 
As an example of a strongly adjoint pair we can mention category-isomorphisms; 
if ST and TS are naturally equivalent to the identity functor, each of Sand T is 
called a category-isomorphisml). 

Another example of strongly adjoint pairs is provided by Frobenius extensions. 
The notion of Frobenius extensions was first introduced by F. Kasch [6] and later 
generalized by T. Nakayama and T. Tsuzuku [14], and by Kasch himself [7]. Let 
B be a subring of A. Then it will be shown (§ 5 below) that A is a Frobenius 
extension of B in the sense of Kasch [7] if and only if the functors Sand T de
fined by SeX) = BAA ® )C, T( Y) = AAB ® Y form a strongly adjoint pair. 

The notion of p-Frobenius extensions in the sense of Nakayama-Tsuzuku [14] 
involves an automorphism p of the subring B of A. This notion, however, exhibits 
a midway feature, as is pointed out in [14, Part II, p.137], in generalizing the end
omorphism ring theorem of Kasch; indeed, Theorem 22 in [14] necessitates a rather 
strong assumption that p be extendable to an automorphism of A. On the other 

1) In this case T is called an in verse of 5 and will be denoted by 5-1 ; 5-1 is determined 
uniquely by 5 up to a natural equivalence. As for category-isomorphisms, d. K. Morita 
[10], [11], H. Bass [2J; [2] gives a nice summary of the theory. 
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hand, in [14, Part I, p.92] Nakayama and Tsuzuku suggested generalizing the notion 
by taking account of an automorphism a of A besides (3. Their intention seems to 
be realized by the notion of Ca, (3)-Frobenius extensions defined below, which, how
ever, has still a midway feature 2

). The unsatisfactory point seems to be remedied 
by considering the situation from the point of vie\v of adjoint pairs of functors. 

Let So be a category-isomorphism from .19J1 to itself and To a category-isomor
phism from B9J1 to itself. In case {5, T} is an adjoint pair of functors such that 
To-1550 is a right adjoint of T, we shall say that {5, T} is an (So, To)-strongly ad
joint pair. In § 5 we define the notion of (So, To)-Frobenius extensions so that A is 
an (So, To)-Frobenius extension of B if and only if {To5'5~1, T} is an (So, To)-strongly 
adjoint pair where 5'(X)=BA.1 (g)){, T(Y)=.1AB(g)Y, for .XE A9J1, YE B9J1. In case 
So is a category-isomorphism induced by an automorphism a of A and 1~ is one 
induced by an automorphism f3 of B, we speak of an (a, (3)-Frobenius extension in
stead of an (So, To)-Frobenius extension; a (3-Frobenius extension in the sense of [14] 
is nothing but a (1, (3)-Frobenius extension in our sense. 

The purpose of the present paper is to develop a theory of adjoint pairs of 
functors. Our first result, Theorem 3.1 in § 3, asserts that {5, T} is an adjoint 
pair of functors if and only if there are natural equivalencesg

): 

5(X)~BUA(g)){, T(Y)~.1VB(g)Y, 

with bimodules B U.1 , A VB such that 

(2 ) 

( 3) 

B U is finitely generated and projective-1), 

In § 4 we shall define (So, To)-quasi-strongly adjoint pairs and in § 5 the notion 
of (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extensions will be introduced. Quasi-Frobenius algebras 
were introduced by T. Nakayama as a generalization of Frobenius algebras. \Vhile 
the notion of Frobenius extensions was obtained about ten years ago, it is quite 
recently that the notion of quasi-Frobenius extensions has been defined by B. Mill
ler [13] and by A. Rosenberg-S. Chase independently. Quasi-Frobenius extensions 
in their sense are special cases of (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extensions in our sense. 

The well-known theorem of Gaschiitz-Ikeda-Kasch concerning relatively projec
tive and injective modules will be discussed in the framework of adjoint pairs of 
functors (§ 6). 

A left A-module is called reflexive (d. [1]) if the natural A-homomorphism 

( 4) 

2) Even if A is a (1, j3)-Frobenius extension of B, the B-endom.orphism ring of AB is not 
always a (r, a)-Frobenius extension of A except for the case where AB is free or f3=1. 

3) In case both sides of the symbol ~ are considered as functors, by ~ we mean "is 
naturally equivalent to". 

4) As usual, a module M is written as AM (resp.111:.1) in case it is to be stressed that 
M is considered as a left (resp. right) A-module; similarly for All1:B. 

5) For a E A, bE B, f E HomB( U, B), we define at and tb, as useal, by (at) (u)=t(ua), (fb) (u) 
=f(u)b, U E U. 
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42 Kiiti MomTA 

is an A-isomorphism. In § 7 we shall prove that in case {S, T} is an adjoint pair 
satisfying certain conditions, )( is reflexive if and only if the left B-module SeX) 
is reflexive. This constitutes a generalization of the duality in quasi-Frobenius al
gebras. In § 8 it will be shown that Nakayama isomorphism can be defined for ad
joint pairs satisfying some conditions. 

The endmorphism ring theorem will be established in § 9 for (So, To)-quasi-strong
ly adjoint pairs. 

Finally, in § 10 we shall give a characterization of category-isomorphisms for 
the case where A and B satisfy the minimum condition, from the stand point of 
adjoint pairs of functors. 

§ 1. Preliminaries 

A left A-module V is called a generator (of ,19J1) if there is a positive integer 
n such that a direct sum of n copies of V has a direct summand which is A-iso
morphic to AA; V is a generator if and only if there exist a finite number of ele-

ments ViEV, ipiEHomA(V, AA), i=l,···, n, such that I:ipi(vi)=lA. 
i=l 

For a right A-module UA we denote:by EndA(UA) the A-endomorphism ring of 
Uil ; we consider EndA ( U4) as a left operator domain of Uil • For a left B-module 
nU we denote by [EndB(nU)]O the ring which is inverse-isomorphic to the B-end
omorphism ring of nU; we consider [EndB(BU)]O as a right operator domain of BU. 
In case BUA is a B-A-bimodule, by B=EndA(U'1) we shall mean that B is iso
morphic to EndA UA) by the correspondence b---+(h \vhere cpb(u)=bu for u E U; simi
larly by A=[Endn(BU»)O it is meant that A is inverse-isomorphic to Endn(BU) by 
the correspondence a---+ipa where ipa(u)=ua for u E U. 

LEMMA 1. 1. Let AVB be an A-B-bimodule. Then the following statements hold. 
1) If A V is a 2:enerator and B= [EndA C4 V»)O, then, VB is finitely generated and 

projective and A=EndB(V13). 
2) If VB is finitely generated and projective and if A=EndB(VB), then !IV is a 

generator. 
This is nothing else Morita [10, Lemma 3.3]. 
THEOREM 1. 2. If S: A9J1---+B9J1 is a category-isomorphis?n, there exists a B-A

bimodule 13UA such that there is a ?'zatural equivalence S(X)~BUA @X. For a B-A
bimodule B U4 the following conditions are equivalerzt. 

I. The functor 13 UA @)C from A9J1 to 139J1 is a category-isomorphism. 
II. U4 and B U are finitely gel'lerated and projective, and B = EndA ( U4), A 

= [EndB(B U)]o. 
III. U4 is a finitely generated, projective generator and B=EndA ( UA). 
This is proved in Morita [10, Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and Lemma 3.3]. See also 

H. Bass [2]. Theorem 3.1 in § 3 below is viewed as a generalization of Theorem 
1. 2. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let AV13 be an A-B-bimodule. If AV is a generator, then AV13 @:Y 
is a generator of A9J1 for any generator Y of n9J1. 

Proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 1. 4. Let B be a subring of A and V a left A-nlOdule. If 13V is a gen-
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era tor, then BB is a direct sununand of BA. 
PROOFG

). By assumption there exist ViEV, <piEHomB(V, BE), i=l,···, n, such that 
11 

.6 <Pi(vi)=lB. Let us set 
i=l 

11 

¢(a)= L; <pi(avi), for aEA. 
i=l 

Then ¢El-IomB(BA, BB) and ¢(b)=b for bEB. 
A functor 5 from A9JC to an abelian category is said to be faithful if 5(f)=0 

implies f=O for fEHomA()(, X') (S. MacLane [9, p.263]). 
LEMMA 1. 5. Let V be a left A -lnodu1e and set S' (X) = HomAV, X), )( E As.m. 

Then the functor 5' is faithful if and only if AV is a ,generator. If 5' is faithful 
then S'(X)=O implies X=O; conversely, in case V is projective, if S'(X)=O imiJlies 
X' =0 then 5' is faithjuI 6a). 

PROOF. Suppose that 5'(f)=0 for fEl-IomA(X, X'). Let ,XoE..cY. If there are ViEV, 
<piEHomAV,A), i=l,"', n, such that L;<pi(vi)=l, then f(.Y:o)=L;(!o9i)(vi)=0 where we 
set gi(V)=<p/v),xo for VE V. Thus f =0, as desired. 

Let J be the left ideal of A generated by <p(v) for all VE V, <pEHom.-t(V, A). Let 
o be the canonical projection of AA onto AI! Suppose that 5' is faithful (resp. V 
is projective and S'()C)=O implies )(=0). Then 5'(0)=0 (resp. S'(A/J)=O). Hence 
J=A, that is, V is a generator. 

§ 2. Dual sets of generators 

For VE B9Jc, VE9Jl lJ , by a B-bilinear fonn on Vx V we shall mean a map w: 
Vx V---+B such that w is additive with respect to U E Vand vEVand w(bu, v)=bw(u, v), 
w(u, vb)=w(u, v)b for bEB, u E U, vEV. 

Two sets of elements, {Ui E V, i=l,···, n} and {ViEV, i=l,···. n}, will be called 
dual sets of generators of V and V with respect to a B-bilinear form w, if the con
ditions (5) and (6) below are satisfied: 

n 

( 5 ) U= L; w(u, Vi)Ui, for U E V, 
i=l 

n 

( 6 ) V= L; ViW(Ui, v) for v E V. 
i=l 

If {ud and {vd are B-bases of Vand V respectively and W(Ui, Vj)=oijlB, {ud and 
{vd are called dual bases of V and V; in this case {ud and {vd are, of course, 
dual sets of generators of V and V. Conversely, if {ud and {vd are dual sets of 
generators of V and V with respect to a B-bilinear form wand if {ud is a B-basis 
of V, then W(Ui, Vj)=()ijlB and {vd is a B-basis of V, that is, {ud and {vd are dual 
bases. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let BVA be a B-A-bimodule and AVB an A-B-bimodule. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 

6) Lemma 1. 4 as well as its proof is a slight generalization of Muller [13, Hilfssatz 1]. 
6a) The first part of Lemma 1. 5 is essentially the same as H. Bass [2, Lemma 1]. 
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I. a) B U is finitely generated and projective. 
b) AVB::::;A[HomB(BUA, BB)Jn. 

II. a) VB is finitely generated and projective, 
b) BU4::::;B[HomBC1VB, BBlA. 

III. There exists a natural A -isomorphism 

for YE B 9J1. 

IV. There exists a B-bilinear form w on Ux V such that 

w(ua, v)= w(u, av) for aEA, UE U, VEV, 

and that there are dual sets of generators {Ui, i = 1", " n} and {Vi, i = 1", " n} of U 
and V with respect to w. 

PROOF. The equivalence I~II is evident. 
I-,III. Assume I. Then by I a) the homomorphism 

,.{: HomB(BU, BB) ®Y---+HomB(BU, Y) 

defined by [A(f® y)](u)= f(u)y for fEHomB( U, BB), Y E Y, u E U, is a natural isomor
phism by virtue of S. MacLane [9, p.147]. It is easy to see that ,.{ is a left A-iso
morphism. Hence III holds in view of I b). 

III-,IV. Let 

be a natural A-isomorphism. Then we have 

( 8) 

by setting Y = BB. From the naturality of fL it follows that fL(B) is a right B-iso
morphism if both sides of (8) are viewed as right B-modules as usual. Now set, 

w(u, v)= [fL(B) (v ® 1J3 )](u), for u E U, VEV. 

Then w is additive with respect to UE U and VEV, and we can easily prove that 

w(bu, v)=bw(u, v), w(u, vb)=w(u, v)b 

w(ua, v)=w(u, av) 

where aEA, bEB, UE U, VEV. 

If we set 

<pu(b)=bu for UE U, bEE, 

then we have <puEHomJ3(BB, BU) and the diagram 
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fl(B) 
AVB0BB----

l0<Pu 

1 p( U) 1 

Hom(l, <pu) 

AVB0 BU-----..HomB(BU.4, nU) 

is commutative. Hence we have 

(9) [Cu(B)(v0b»(u')]u=[p(U) (v0bu)](u') 

for u, U' E U, VEV, bEB. 
Let us set 

Then, by the convention made in § 1, (9) can be written as follows: 

())(u', vb)u=u'[p(U) (v0bu)]. 

If we set b=lB, we have then 

(10) ())(u', v)u=u'[p( U) (v 0 u»), 

45 

where u, U' E U, V E V. If we denote by Ie the identity element of C, then there are 
a finite number of elements UiE U, ViEV, i=l,"', n such that 

p( U)-l(le) = ± Vi 0 Ui, 
i=1 

since p( U) is an isomorphism. Hence we have 

u=ule= f; u[p( U) (Vi 0 Ui)], 
i=1 

and consequently by (10) we get 

n 
(11) u=:6 ())(u, Vi)Ui for UE U. 

i='1 

Now, let v E V and set 

n 
(12) vo=v-:6 Vi())(Ui, v). 

i=1 

Then by (11) we can prove that ())(u, vo)=O for all UE U. From the definition of ()) 
it follows that [pCB) (vo 01B )](u)=0 for all UE U. Since pCB) is an isomorphism, we 
have vo=O. Thus {ud and {vd are dual sets of generators of U and V with re
spect to ()). 

IV-..I. Assume IV. Then by Cartan-Eilenberg [3, p.132] we see that BU and 
VB are finitely generated and projective. Let us set 

(/J(f) = f:; vif(Ui) for fEHomB(BU, BB). 
i=1 
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Then by (5) we have f(u)=w(u, ([J(f» for UE U. I-fence ([J is a one-to-one map from 
HomB(BU, BB) into V. For VoEV we have (j)(fo)=vo if we set fo(u)=w(u, vo). Since 
it is easy to see that ([J is an A-B-homomorphism, statement I holds. 

COROLLARY 2. 2. Suppose that condition I of Theorem 2. 1 is satisfied, and set 

W(u, v)= [T(V)](U) for UE U, VEV, 

where T is an A-B-isomorphism from AVB onto HomB(BU~l, BB). Then for (tJzy set 
of generators {Ul,", Un} of nU, there exists a set of generators {VI,", vn } of VB 
such that {ud and {vd are dual sets of generators of U and V with resjJect to w. 

PROOF. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it follows that there are {ud and {vd 
which are dual sets of generators of U and V with respect to w. Let {ujlj=I,", m} 
be any set of generators of BU. Then there exist b1:jEB such that Ui= 'L,bijuj. Set 

j 

vj= 'L,vibij . Then it is easy to see that {uj} and {vj} are dual sets of generators 
i 

of U and V with respect to w. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let U be a finitely gerzerated, projective, left B-module and Vn 

~[HomJJ(U, nB)]n. Then [EndB(BU»)D and EndB(VB) are isomorphic. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let BUA and AV13 be bi11wdules satisfying condition I of Theorem 

2.1. Then, if AV is faithful, then the left A-module AVBQ9Y is faithful for any 
faithful left B-module Y. 

PROOF. Let aoEA and ao~O. Then there is VoEV such that aovo~O. Hence 
there is UoE U such that w(uo, aovo)~O. Since Y is faithful there is Yo E Y such that 
w(uoao, vo)Yo~O. Let us set ¢(u)=w(u, vo)Yo for UE U. Then ¢EHom13(BU, Y) and 
(ao¢)(uo)~O. This proves Lemma 2.4 in vievl of Theorem 2.1. 

§ 3. Adjoint pairs of functors 

Througout this paper it will be assumed that S, SI are functors from A~J1 to 
n9J1 and T is a functor from n9J1 to A9J1. 

In case S is a left adjoint of T and T has a right adjoint, that is, for some SI 
there are natural isomorphisms: 

(13) 

(14) 

}(X, Y): Homn(S(X), Y)~HomA(X, T(Y», 

fleX, Y) : HomAT(Y), _X-)~Homn(Y, S/(X», 

we shall say that {S, T} is an adjoint pair of functors; in this case by SI we shall 
always mean a right adjoint of T. 

For example, in case there is a ring homomorphism <p from A into B such that 
<p(IA) =1]3, if we set S(X)=BBAQ9_){, T(Y)=AB]3Q9Y, S/(X) = HomAAB J3 , X) where 
VITe define AB, BA by a*b=<p(a)b, b*a=b<p(a) for bEB, aEA, then {S, T} is an adjoint 
pair of functors. 

THEOREM 3.1. {S, T} is an adjoint pair of functors if and only if there are 
natural equivalences 

(15) XEA~J1, YE J39J1, 
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with bimodules B U4 and .1 VB satis/yinf.[ conditions (16) and (17) below: 

(16) B U is finitely l!:enerated and projective, 

REMARK. The conditions (16) and (17) are equivalent to conditions (16), and 
(17)': 

(16), 

(17), 

VB is finitely generated and projective, 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that {S, T} is an adjoint pair. Then \ve have 
natural equivalences (13) and (14). Let us set 

(18) 

Then UE B 9Je and VE A9J7. For any element a of A we define ~(/El-IomAC!Jl, Ail) by 
~a(X)=.'Ea, ,'EEA, and set 

(19) ua=S(~a)U for UE U, aEA. 

Then U becomes a right A -module, and moreover n UA is a B-A-bimodule. Similar
ly, let us set 

(20) vb= T(¢b)V for VEV, bEB, 

where ¢bEHomn(BB, BB) is defined by ¢b(?J)=yb for YEB. Then V becomes an A
B-bimodule. 

From the natural isomorphism J.. in (13) we obtain a natural isomorphism in 
YE B 9Je: 

Moreover, this isomorphism is a left A-isomorphism as is easily seen from the natu
rality of J.. in XE A9JC. Thus we have a natural A-isomorphism 

(21) for YE B9J1. 

Similarly, from (14) we obtain a natural B-isomorphisl11 

(22) 

On the other hand, by [3, p. 28) we have a natural isomorphism 

(23) HomB(BUA ®X, Y)=HOl11A(}C, HomB(BUA , Y» 

for XE A9Je, YE B9JC. As is proved by D. M. Kan [5], a left adjoint of a functor, if 
it exists, is determined uniquely up to a natural equivalence. Therefore by (21) 
we obtain a natural B-isomorphism 
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(24) S(X)~BUA(2)X, 

Similarly, from (22) we get a natural A -isonffifphism 

(25) YEB~JL 

In view of Theorem 2. 1, the proof of the "only if" part of the theorem is now 
completed by (21) and (25). 

The" if" part of Theorem 3.1 is stated in the following theorem more ex
plicity. 

THEOl<EM 3.2. Suppose that S, S' and T are defined by 

S(X)=BUA(2)X, S'(X)=HomAC1VB, X), 

T(Y)=AVB(2)Y, for YEB~J1, 

where 13 U1 and A VB are bimodules satisfying conditions (16) and (17) of Theorem 
3. 1. Let us set 

(26) (J)(u, v)=[r(v)](u) for UE U, VEV 

where r is an A-B-isomorphism: AVB~AHomB(BU1' BB)Jn. Let {Ul,···, Un} and {VI'···' 
Vn } be dual sets of generators of BU and VB with respect to a B-bilinear f01'm (J). 

Then the homomorphisms 

defined by 

(27) 

(28) 

).: HomB(S(X), Y) ---+HomA(X, T(Y», 

fi: HomAT(Y), X)-+HomB(Y, S'(X» 

[}(g)](.x) = ±Vi (2)g(Ui (2) x), for XEX, 
i=l 

[fief) (y)](v)= f(v (2)y), for y E Y, V E V, 

are isomorphisms which are natural in XE A9J1 and YEB~JC. 
PROOF. As is well known, the homomorphisms 

defined by 

(29) 

(30) 

Wo: HomB(BU1(2)X, Y)---+HomA(X, HomB(BUA, Y» 

WI: HomB(BUA, BB)(2)BY---+HomB(BUA, Y) 

[Wo(g) (x)](u)=g(u (2) x), 

[WI(h (2) y )](u) = h(u)y, 

where x E X, Y E Y, u E U, 9 E HomB(B U1 (2) X, Y), hE HomB(B UA, BB), are natural iso
morphisms; the isomorphism of WI follows from (16). 

Let us set 
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Then (/)2 is a natural isomorphism in Y and). is an isomorphism which is natural 
in X and Y. 

Since it follows from (30) that 

(33) [(/)z(V Q9 y)](u)= [rev) (u)]?1 = (J)(u, v)?I, 

we have for 9 E HomB(S(X), Y) 

[(/)2d:ViQ9g(UiQ9:r»](u)= tw(u, Vi)g(UiQ9.r;) 
£=1 i=1 

=g(tw(U, Vi)u t:Q9.r;)=g(uQ9.r;); 
i~l 

we have used here the property (5) of dual sets of generators (d. § 2). 

Hence by (29) we have 

(/)2CtVi Q9 g(Ui Q9 .r;»= ([Jo(g) (.r;), 
i~l 

which shows, in view of (32), that 

(27) ).(g) (x)= tVi,Q9g(UiQ9X). 
i=l 

Since it is obvious that fL defined by (28) is a natural isomorphism, the proof of 
Theorem 3. 2 is completed. 

COROLLARY 3. 3. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3. 2, the natural 
trans! ormations 7) 

defined by 

Cl'oC1:-): ){ -} TS(X) , 

po( Y): Y _}S' T( Y), 

Cl'o(X) = )'(ls ex), 

po( Y)= fLCl7'eY)' 

are expressed as ! ollows : 

n 
Cl'oC)() (:r:) = :Z::;ViQ9UiQ9X, 

'£=1 

Cl'l(X) = fL- 1(lSI(.y), 

PIC Y) =).-1(17'07) 8) 

for XEX, 

7) Cf. § 6 below for the significance of these transformations. 
8) We denote by Ix the identity map from X onto itself. 
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[po(Y)(Y)](V)=VQ9Y, for YEY, VEV, 

for UEU, VEY, YEY. 

PROOF. The expressions for ao(X) and po(Y) are obvious from Theorem 3.2. 
We shall consider 

with the notations used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. If we set 

we have 

[</J;I(g)](U Q9 x) =g(:£) (u) 

[g(vQ9Y](u)=w(u, v)y 

By setting .r=vQ9y we then obtain 

by (29), 

by (33). 

[</J;I(g)](UQ9 v Q9 y)= [g(v Q9 y)](u)=w(u, v)y. 

This shows that Pl(Y)(U®vQ9Y)=O)(u, v)y. 

Next, we shall consider al(X), For vEV,fEHomAAVn, X) we have al(X)(vQ9f) 
= f(v) by (28). Thus the proof of Corollary 3. 3 is completed. 

§ 4. Quasi-strongly adjoint pairs 

An A-B-bimodule A Wn will be said to be si1J'zilar to an A-B-bimodule A W;3 if 
A FVJ3 is A-B-isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of A T¥~3 

and if A T¥~ is A-B-isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies 
of AWn; we write A T¥B~ A T¥~ in this case. A WB is similar to A vV~ if and only if 
there exist CPi, cpjEHom('4.B)(A W]3, A T¥~), </h, ¢jEHom(A.J3)(A W~, A vVJ3), i=l,"', 11,; j=l,"', 
In, such that 

71 m 

.6¢iocpi=lw, 
i=l 

.6cpjo¢j=lll'h 
j=l 

The notion (C similar" is likewise defined for one-sided modules9
). 

For functors S, S': A~Jl-}J3~Jl we shall say that S is sim.ilar to S', if for some 
positive integers rand s there are natural transformations 

cp(X) r ¢(X) 
SeX) -----7 .6 Ef)S'(X) -----7 SeX) 

i=l 

cp'(X) s ¢'(X) 
S'(X) -----7 .6 Ef)S(X) -----7 S'(X) 

j=1 

9) A left A-module is similar to AA if and only if it is a finitely generated, projective 
generator. 
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such that sb(X)o~(X)=lso:) and ~/(X)o¢'(X)=ls,(x). 
In case 5 is naturally equivalent to a functor defined as B UA (i9 AX with a B-/l.

bimodule Bo.4, 5' is similar to 5 if and only if 5' is naturally equivalent to a func
tor defined as BU~ (i9 AX with a B-/l.-bimodule BU~ \vhich is similar to BUA • 

Let 50 be a category-isomorphism from A~)l to itself and To a category-isomorph
ism from Bs)Jl to itself; let .'1.1\1.1, Al\i."4\ J3Nn, i)'lijl be bimodules such that 

(34) 

(35) 

These notations shall be retained throughout this paper. 

Y E 139)(, 

Let {S, T} be an adjoint pair of functors such that T has a right adjoint 5'. 
Now let us consider the follO\ving requirements for S': 

1) 5'?::':5, 
2) S' ?::': TO-lSSO, 

3) 5' is similar to 5, 
4) S' is similar to TO-IS5o. 
According as 1), 2), 3) or 4) holds, \ve shall say that {S, T} is a slroncf2,ly ad

joint pai7', an (So, To)-stron,f2,iy adjoint pair, a quasi-slrml/?:ly adjoint pair or an (So, To)

quasi-strongly adjoint pair. 
\¥ e shall now establish the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. 1. {5, T} is an (So, To)-quasi-slrongly adjoint jJair if and only if 
there are natural equivalences: 

(36) S(X)?::': B Uil (i9 X, T( Y)?::': AV]] (i9 Y, S' (X)?::': 13 U~ (i9 X 

with bimodules ]] 0.4, A VB and B U~ satisfyinl{ conditimzs (37) to (40): 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

A V and VB are finitely p:enerated and projective, 

If the condition (40) ~s replaced by (40)" (40),', or (40)'" below, we have a neces
sary and sufficient condition for {S, T} to be a strongly adjoint pair, an (So, To)
strongly adjoint pair, or a quasi-strongly adjoint pair: 

(40), 

( 40)" 

(40)'" 

PROOF. Suppose that {5, T} is an (50' To)-quasi-strongly adjoint pair. Then by 
Theorem 3.1 there are bimodules BUA and AV13 such that (38) and the part of (37) 
for VB hold. Since TO-l S5o(X)?::,: BN;;t (i9 ]] UA (i9 .'1_1\1.'1 (i9 AX, by the remark made at the 
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beginning of this section there is a B-A-bimodule BVi] such that S'(X)~BV~Q9X and 
B V~ ""-' BN;/ Q9 B VA Q9 A_MA. From the form of the functor 5' it follows that 5' has 
a right adjoint, and hence {T, Sf} is also an adjoint pair. Now Theorem 3.1 is 
applicable; thus A V is finitely generated and projective, and (39) holds. Therefore 
conditions (36) to (40) hold. Conversely, suppose that conditions (36) to (40) hold. 
Then {S, T} and {T, Sf} are adjoint pairs by Theorem 3.1. Thus the first part of 
the theorem is proved. The second part is easy to see. 

THEOREM 4.2. {S, T} and {T, Sf} are adjoint pairs if and only zf there are 
bimodules BVA, A VB, and BV~ satisfying conditions (36) to (39) in Theorem 4.1. The 
conditions (37) to (39) are satisfied if and only if there are an A-bilinear form WA 
on AVX VA and a B-bilinear fonn WB on BV x VB such that 

(41) 

(42) 

wAvb, U')=WA(V, but) 

WB(ua, V)=Wn(U, av) 

for bEE, VEV, U'EV', 

for aEA, UEV, VEV, 

and such that there are dual sets of generators {v.i, j=I,.··, m} and {u.i, j=I,.··, m} 
of .'IV and V~ with respect to WA, and dual sets of generators {Ui, i=I,.··, n} and 
{Vi, i=I,.··, n} of BV and VB with respect to Wn. 

The first part of Theorem 4.2 is contained in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and 
the second is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. l. 

THEOREM 4. 3. Let us set 

where XE9JL1, YEmen. If the binzodules BVA, BV~ and ilVn satisfy conditions (37) 

to (39), {5, T} and {T',5} are adjoint pairs, and conversely. 
Proof is obvious. 

§ 5. Frobenius and quasi-Frobenius extensions 

Throughout this section B is assumed to be a subring of A. 
We shall say that A is an (So, To)-Frobenius (resp. (So, To)-quasi- Frobenius) ex

tension of B if conditions (43) and (44) (resp. (43) and (45» below are satisfied: 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Then we have 

AB is finitely generated and projective, 

THEOREM 5.1. Let us set T(Y)=AAn Q9 BY, YEBme. Then the following state
ments are equivalent. 

1) A is an (So, To)-Frobenius (resp. (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius) extension of B. 
2) {S, T} is an (So, n)-strongly (resp. (So, To)-quasi-strongly) .adjoint pair for 

some functor 5: .49Jc-+B9Jc. 
3) There is a natural isomorphism: 
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jor X E A9)1, Y E n\)J1 

with a B-/i-bimodule nUA such that 13U4~(resp . .......,) nNB ®B/iA®AJ1.1;;,1. 
PROOF. If we set S'(X)=n/iA®~K C-KE A 9Jl), then {T,S'} is always an adjoint 

pair, since HomAC1/iB, X)~B/iA®X. Hence statements 2) and 3) are equivalent. 
The equivalence of 1) and 2) fo11O\vs readily from Theorem 4. l. 

LEMMA 5.2. The conditions (43) and (44) (resp. (43) and (45» are equivalent to 
conditions (43)' and (44)' (resp. (43), and (45)') below: 

(43)' B/i is finitely ll:enerated and projective, 

(45)' .tdlB-- A_1I111 ® A[Homn(n/iA, nB)]B® nN;/. 

PROOF. Assume (43) and (44). Then we have (43)' and 

Homn(n/iA, 13B)~HomB(13NBl ® [HomB(M'iB, BB)] ® AJ1.1.t, BB) 

~HomB([I-IomB(AAB' B 13)] ® AJ1.1.1 , nNn) 

The remaining parts are similarly proved. 
We shall next consider the case where So and To are induced by automorphisms 

a and (3 of A and B respectively; that is, 

(46) So(X)=(a, X), To( Y)=((3, Y), 

Here for a left /i-module X we denote by (a, X) the left /i-module which coincides 
with X as additive groups and has a new left A-module structure defined by a*x 
=a(a)x for aE/i, XEX; for a right A-module X the right A-module (X, a) is simil
arly defined. 

In case (46) holds we have 

(47) 

and hence conditions (44) and (44)' are stated as follows: 

(48) 

(48)' 

13[(3, (BAA, a)]A~n[HomB(AAB, BB)L1, 

Aa-l, (AAB, (3-1)]B~ A [I-IomB(B/iA, BB)]B; 

if we replace ~ by,...." we have the conditions corresponding to (45) and (45)'. 
In case (46) holds we shall speak of an (a, (3)-Frobenius (resp. (a, (3)-quasi-Fro

benius) extension instead of an (So, To)-Frobenius (resp. (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius) ex
tension. In the special case that a=l, (3=1 \ve shall simply speak of a Frobenius 
Crespo quasi-Frobenius) extension; this definition agrees with those given by F. 

10) More precisely, a quasi-Frobenius extension in our sense is a two-sided quasi-Fro
benius extension in the sense of Muller. One-sided quasi-Frobenius extensions in his sense 
can also be treated in the framework of adjoint pairs of functors as is easily seen. 
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Kasch [7] and by B. Muller [13]10). A p-Frobenius extension in the sense of Naka
yama-Tsuzuku [14] is nothing else a (1, p)-Frobenius extension. 

LEMMA 5. 3. A is an (a, /3)- Frobenius extension of B if and only if there is a 
maj) 

w:AxA--->B 

such that (j) is additive with respect to each variable and 

w(p(b)u, v)=bw(u, v), 

(j)(u, vb)=w(u, v)b, 

(j)(ua(a), b)=w(u, av), 

u, vEA, bEB, aEA, 

and there exist two sets {Ui, i=l,"', n}, {Vi, i=l,"', n} of elements of A satisfying 
the conditions below 

'/I 

U= I;p[(o)(u, Vi)]Ui, 
f.=1 

71 

V= I;ViW(Ui, v), vEA. 
i=1 

Proof is obvious from Theorem 4.2 in view of (47). 
An analogous theorem corresponding to (a, p)-quasi-Frobenius extensions can be 

obtained. 
An Ca, p)-Frobenius (resp. (a, p)-quasi-Frobenius) extension A of B is an (a', pt)

Frobenius (resp. (a', p')-quasi-Frobenius) extension of B if there is an element ao of 
A such that ao has an inverse a;1 and a;lpt(b)ao=a'a- 1(p(b)) for all bEE, since the 
latter condition holds if and only if (p, (BiLl, a))~(p', (BAA, a')). In particular, in 
case aIB=p, a (1, p)-Frobenius extension A of B is an (a- 1,1)-Frobenius extension 
of E. 

In case B is contained in the center of A, any (a, p)-quasi-Frobenius extension 
A of E is always a quasi-Frobenius extension of B. Because for some integer m>O 
there are B-A-homomorphisms SO, cp: 

such that cpo<p=identity, and if we set <p(l)=(ul,"', um ) then for bEB we have 

and hence p(b)=a(b). 

§ 6. Relatively projective and injective modules 

Let {S, T} be an adjoint pair and S' a right adjoint of T; then there are natu
ral isomorphisms: 
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(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

Let us set 

Adjoint pairs of functors and Frobenius extensions 

A(X, Y): HomB(S(X), Y)~I-IomA(X, T(Y», 

,u(Y, X): HomA(T(Y), X)~HomB(Y, S'CX». 

Ct'o(X) = [A(X, S(X»](lsc.1'): X-'>TS(X), 

Ct'l(X) = (,u(S'(X) , X)]-l(ls,c-\'): TS'(X)-'> X, 

po(Y)=[,u(Y, T(Y»](l1'(Y): Y-'>S'T(Y), 

pl(Y)=[A(T(Y), Y)]-l(h,(Y): ST(Y)->Y. 

55 

Then Ct'o, Ct'1, po, PI are natural transformations behveen functors and \ve have the 
following factorizations: 

(53) f = T(A-1(f»oCt'o(X) for fEHomA(X, T(Y», 

(54) f' =Ct'l(X)o T(,u(f'» for f' E Hom,I(T( Y), X), 

(55) 9 =S'(,u-l(g»opo(Y) for 9 E Homu( Y, S'(X», 

(56) g' = Pl( Y)oS(A(g'» for g' E Homn(S(X), Y); 

these are proved by D. M. Kan [5]. 
A left A-module X will be called Sf-projective if for any f E HomAX, X'), 9 E 1-loI11A 

(X", X'), X', X" E A9Je such that S'(g)o!?,= l."'(X') for some hE HOI11li(S'(X'), S'(X"», 
there exists hEHomAX, XII) such that f=goh. A left A-module X will be called 
S-injective if for any fEHoI11A(X',X), gEHoI11A(XI,)C'), X',X"EA~Jl such that /?,oS(g) 
=ls(x,) for some !?,EHomB(S(X"), SeX'»~, there exists hE HomA(X", X) such that 
f=hog. 

Then we have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. 1. T( Y) is SI -projective for Y E B~Je. 

PROOF. Let fEHomA(T(Y), _X"), gEHomAX', X) and suppose that S'(g)o!?,=ls,c.1') 
for some k E HomB(S'(X), S'(X'». Let us set ho=koS'(f)opo( Y). Then ho=S'(,u-l(ho»o 
Po(Y) by (55). Hence SI(f)opo(Y)=S'(g)oho=S'(goh)opo(Y) where we set h=,u-l(ho). 
Again by (55) we have f=goh. 

LEMMA 6.2. If a left A-module X is Sf-Projective, so is a direct summand of AX. 
Proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 6.3. A left A-module _X" is SI-projective if and only if X is A-isomorphic 

to a direct summand of TSI (X). 
PROOF. By (55) we have 

If X is SI-projective, then there exists pEHomACX", TS'(X» such that lx=Ct'lCX")op, 
and hence the "only if" part is proved. The" if" part is obvious by Lemmas 6. 1 
and 6.2. 

Dually to these lemmas we have 
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LEMMA 6. I'. T( Y) is S-inj ective for Y E n9Je. 
LEMMA 6.2'. If a left A-module X is S-injective, so is a direct summand of AX. 
LEMMA 6.3'. A left A-module X is S-injective if and only if X is A-isomorphic 

to a direct sU1nmand of TS(X). 

(57) 

by 

(58) 

Now we shall define the transfer homomorphism 

for 9 E HomlJ(S(X), S'(X'», 

where X, X' E A9Je. 
Then it is easy to see that 

(59) t(S' (h) og oS(f» =ho lea) oj 

for JEHomACX", X), hE HomACX', X"'). 
LEMMA 6.4. For any left B-module Y we have 17'(Y)=t(po(y)oPl(Y», 
PROOF. The diagram 

HomA(T(Y), T(Y» -----+ HomlJ(Y, S'T(Y» 

Hom(T(Pl(Y», I) Hom(PI(Y),I) 

1 p 1 
HomA(TST(Y), T(Y» -- ---+ HomlJ(ST(Y), S'T(Y» 

is commutative, and hence we have 

po( Y)o PI( Y)= [Hom(pl( Y), 1)0 p](h(Y) 

= [poHom( T(PI( Y», 1)](ho') 

= p( TCB1 ( Y»). 

On the other hand, by (53) we have the factorization 

and by (54) 

Thus Lemma 6.4 is proved. 
Now we are in a position to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. For a left A-module X the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) )( is S' -projective. 
(b) )( is S-injective. 
(c) There exists hEHomn(S(X), S'(X» such that lx=t(h), where Ix is the identity 
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map of _x onto itself· 
PROOF. (a)-+(c). Assume (a). Then there exists p E I-IomA()C, TS'CX» such that 

lx=al(X)op (d. the proof of Lemma 6.3.). Since the diagrams 

aoCX) 
_X ----+ TS(X) 

I 
TS' (a) a I p TS(p) 

1 ao(T(Y» 1 
TS'T(Y) --+ T(Y), T( Y) -----4 TST( Y) 

al(T( Y» 

are commutative where we set a=al(X), Y =S'(X). By Lemma 6.4 we have 

=aoal(T( Y»o T({3o( Y)o {31( Y»oao(T( Y»o p 

=a1(X)o TS'(a) ° T({3o( Y)o (3l( Y»o TS(p )oao(X). 

Hence, if we set h=S'(J)o{3o( Y)o{31( Y)oS(p), we get hE HomJ3(S(X), S'(X» and 

Thus (c) holds. 
(c)-4(a). If (c) holds, then \ve have lx=al(X)o p where p= T(h)oO'o(X) E I-IomA 

(X, TS'CX». This shows that X is A-isomorphic to a direct summand of TS'(X), 
and hence by Lemma 6. 3 we see that _X is S' -projective. 

The implications (b)-t(c), (c)-+(1) are proved similarly. Thus Theorem 6.5 is 
proved. 

LEMMA 6.6. If a left A-module X is projective, so is SeX). Afore generally, 
this holds in case S is a left adjoint of an exact functor T. 

LEMMA 6.6'. If a left A-module X is injective, so is S'(X). More generally, 
this holds in case S' is a right adjoint of an exact functor T. 

We shall prove Lemma 6.6'. Let g: Y-tY' be a B-monomorphism. Then T(g): 
T(Y)->T(Y') is an A-monomorphism. Let fEHomB(Y, S'(X». Then by the injec
tivity of X there is hEHomA(T(Y'), X) such that fJ.-I(f)=h o T(g). On the other 
hand, f=S'(fJ.-I(f»o{3o(Y) by (55). Hencef=S'(h)oS'T(g)°{3o(Y)=S'(h)°{3o(Y')og. This 
proves Lemma 6. 6'. 

It is to be noted that the arguments so far are of such a nature that they may 
be applied to adjoint pairs of functors for abelian categories as well. Lemmas 6. 1 
to 6.3 (resp. 6. I' to 6.3') are valid under the condition that S' (resp. S) is a right 
(resp. left) adjoint of T. 

Now we shall apply Theorem 6.5 to quasi-strongly adjoint pairs. 
LEMMA 6.7. If {S, T} is an (So, To)-quasi-strongly adjoint pair, each of state

ments (aY and (b)' below for X E A9Je is equivalent to each of (a) and (b) of Theo
rem 6.5. 

(a)' So(X) is S-projective. 
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(b)' S;;l(X) is 51-injective. 
PROOF. 51 is similar to TO-ISSO• Hence X is 5 1-projective if and only if X is 

To-ls'S'o-projective. Since TO-l is a category-isomorphism, X is To-1SSo-projective if 
and only if X is SSo-projective, and the latter statement is equivalent to (aY. Thus 
(a) and (a)' are equivalent. Similarly (b) and (b)' are equivalent. 

By using the results of § 3 we can express the transfer homomorphism by 
means of dual sets of generators. 

LEMMA. 6. 8. Let 13 UA, 13 U~, A V n be bimodules satisfying conditions (36) to (39) 
of Theorenl 4. 1. Let us set 

WA(V, ul)= [a(ul)](v), 

WB(U, V) = [,(V)] (u), 

U'EUI, VEV, 

UEU, VEV, 

where a: lJU~~B[HomA(AVB, AA)Lb r: AVlJ~A[Hom(BU-1, BB)]B. Let {Ui, i=l,···, n}, 
{Vi, i=l,oO', n} be dual sets of generators of nU and VB with respect to WB. Set 

(60) S(X)=nUA 0X, S'(X)=BU~0X, T(Y)=AVB0Y. 

Then the Lransfer homonwrphism t defined by the maps A and f.1 below: 

[A(g)] (x) = £Vi 0 g(Ui 0 x), XEX, 
i=l 

m 

[f.1(f)](y) = "L,uj0f(vj0 v), 
j=l 

yEY, 

where {vj} and {uj} are dual sets of generators of A V and UA with respect to WA, 
is expressed as follows: 

(61) 

(62) 

[t(g)](.x) = £U1(X/) (vi0 g(Ui 0 x», 
i=l 

Ul(XI)(v0ul 0x)=wAv, ul)x. 

This lemma is readily obtained from Theorem 4. 1 and Corollary 3. 3. 
In case A is an (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extension of B, we can set 

and hence we have 

(63) [t(g)](x)= £ViU(Ui0 x), 
i=l 

where BAA0X is identified with X. 
Thus the transfer homomorphism coincides with Spur homomorphism 111 the 

sense of Kasch [7]11). 

11) In the case of group rings, the transfer homomorphism in our sense coincides 
with that given by Cartan-Eilenberg [3, p.254], and with the norm homomorphism as de
fined in [3, p.233]. 
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"\Vith Lemmas 6. 7 and 6. 8, Theorem 6. 5 generalizes a theorem of Gaschiitz
Ikeda-Kasch [6] as well as a theorem of B. Pareigis [16, Satz 11]; the results of 
B. Muller [13] are contained also in Theorem 6.5 (cf. the proof of Lemma 6. 7·). 

EXAMPLE 6.9. In Lemma 6.7, (a)' cannot be replaced by "X is S-projective". 
This is seen from the follovving example. 

Let II be a subalgebra of the full matrix ring (l{)s over a commutative field 
K which is generated by 

11,=C31 +C.12+CG&+CS7, 

together with I, where Cil. are matrix units. Then {1, 117, n,p, q, mq, nq,pq} is a J(

basis of ll. Let Band C be subalgebras of A defined as 13= J{l +J(Jrl, C=13-I-1312, 
and let a be an automorphism of A defmed as a(m)=n, a(n)=m, a(jJ)=p, a(q)=q. 
Then II is an (a,l)-Frobenius extension of C and C is a (1, l)-Frobenius extension 
of B. Hence by Corollary 9.2 in § 9 below A is an (a, l)-Frobenius extension of 13. 
Let us set No=Knz and L=AAB®nNo• Then L is a left A-module such that So(L) 
is S-projective, where So is defined by (46), and S(X) ~ nAA 0 So-leX). Since A is a 
completely primary quasi-Frobenius algebra, L is indecomposable. 1£ L ,vere S
projective, then Sol(L) would be SSo-projective. Since 13 is a completely primary 
uni-serial algebra and So\L) is indecomposable, S:;l(L) would be A-isomorphic either 
to All or to L. On the other hand, Sol(L)~So(L)~a(L) and a(L) is A-isomorphic 
neither to AA nor to L since (mq)[a(L)]=O \vhile (mq)m~O, }nEL, mEA11. Thus 
L is not S-projective. 

§ 7. Duality 

Throughout this section, let S, 5', T, BUA, AVB, W, {Ul,"', Un}, {VI,''', vn } be the 
same as in Theorem 3. 2. 

Then by setting Y = 1313 in Theorem 3.2 we see that 

(64) 

defined by 

n 

(65) A(g) (x) = ~Vig(Ui®X) 
io=l 

is a right B-isomorphism which is natural in X E .19]1; this is seen from the natu
rality of A in Theorem 3.2 with respect to X and Y. Here A VB0 JjB is identified 

with AVE. 
From (65) it follows that the inverse of A is given by 

(66) [A-1(f)](U® x)= w(u,!(:c) 

for :CEX, UEU, jEHol11A()(, AVB). 

Similarly, the map A' defmed by 
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71 

(65)' J/(g) (x) = L;g(x® Vi)Ui, for XEX 
i=l 

is a left B-isomorphism 

(64)' 

which is natural in XE9J'CA , and its inverse is given by 

(66)' [CA')-l(f)](x® v) = Q)(f(x), v) 

where XEX, VEV, fEHomAX, nUA). 
LEMMA 7.1. If AW is finitely generated and projective, then the map 

defined by 

[pCf® w)](x)= f(x)w 

for XEX, WET¥, fEHomA(AX, AA), is an isomorphism which is natural in XEA 9J1 and 

in AT¥. 
PROOF. The naturality of p in )( and in T¥ is obvious. In case W=AA, p is 

clearly an isomorphism. Hence p is an isomorphism if A W is finitely generated and 
projective. 

Now, let us assume that A V and U1 are finitely generated and projective. Then 
the map p defined by 

(67) [p(f® V)] (x) = f(x)v 

yield a right B-isomorphism 

(68) 

which is natural in X E A9)(. 

Similarly, the map p' defined by 

(67), [p'(u®f)](x)=uf(x) 

yields a left B-isomorphism 

(68)' 

which is natural in X E mCA. 
Now, let us set 

(69) 

where p' is a map defined by (68)' with X replaced by HomA(X, AA) (X E A~)(). Then 

(70) (/J: nUA®HomAC[HomAX, AA)]A, AA) 

-}Homn([Homn(nUA ®X, nB)]n, Bn) 

( 60 ) 
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is a left E-isomorphism which is natural in )( E .'19J1. Let 

UEU, VEV, aEHom.'1(HomA(.X, Ail), il.-i ), fEHomA(.X, Ail). 

Then by (65)' and (67)' we have 

[P')-l(p'(U® a»](f® v)=(J)(p'(u® a) (f), v) 

= (J)(u(a(f» , v)=(J)(u, a(f)v). 

Now, let gEHomB(BU4®)C, BE). If 

(71) 

where fj E HomA(X, Ail), Vj E V, then we have 

m 

= ,6 (J)(U, a(fj)Vj). 
j=l 

Let Xo be an arbitrary element of X and set 

ao(f)= f(xo) 

61 

Then we have clearly ao E Hom A(I-Iom!l (X, ;1A), ilA)' On the other hand, by (71) and 
(67) we have 

Therefore, we get finally by (66) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

by 

(JJ(u ® ao) (g)=g(u®xo). 

Now, let us define 

Jr(Y): Y->HomB(HomB(Y, BE), E B), 

XEA~1, 

YE B9)(, 

[Jr(X) (x)] (f) = f(x), [Jr( Y) (y)](g)=g(y) 

where XEX, fEHomA(X, Ail), yEY, gEHomB(Y, BE). Then Lemma 7.2 below is a 
direct consequence of (72). 

LEMMA 7.2. Assume that UA and A V are finitely generated and projective. Then 
we have 

Jr(B UA ® X) = (j) 0 (1 ® Jr(X» 
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for X E })J1, and (J) is a B-isomorphism which is natural in X. 
I.TV e are now in a position to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let is, T} be an adjoint pair such that S has a left adjoint, 

S' has a right adjoint artd S is faithfuI 12
). Then rr(X) is an A-iso'J1zorphism if and 

only if rr(S(X» is a B-isomorphism, where X E .'1']1. 
PROOF. By assumption UA , A V are finitely generated and projective, and UA is 

a generator. Let us set D=End.1 (UA ). Then by the convention made in § 1 U is 
viewed as a D-A-bimodule. Then the functor P: ))J(->D9J1 defined by P(X)=DUA 

@X is a category-isomorphism by Theorem 1. 2. If rr(nUA@X) is a B-isomorphism, 
then l@rr(X) is a B-isomorphism by Lemma 7.2. This isomorphism may be con
sidered as a left D-isomorphism: 

D Uil @ X~ D U1 @HomAHomA(X, AA), AA), 

since (l@rr(X»(u@x)=u@rr(X)(x). As is shown above, P is a category-isomor
phism, and hence rr(X) is an A-isomorphism. Since the" only if" part is obvious 
by Lemma 7.2, the proof of Theorem 7.3 is completed hereby. 

THEOREM 7.4. Under the same assumptions as il't Theorem 7.3, rr(X) is an 
A-mono'J1zorphism if and only if rr(S(X» is a B-monomOJjJhism. where _K E ASJJL 

This is readily seen from the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 7. 3, for a left ideal 

] of A we have ICrU»=] if and only if we have Iw(rw(U]»= U]. Here r(L) or I(L) 
means the right or left annihilator of L in A, and 

rw( U')= {v E VI w(u', v)=O 

Iw(V')= {UEU/ w(u, v')=O 

for all U'EU'}, 

for all v' E V' } . 

PROOF. rr(AA/J» is an A-monomorphism if and only if l(r(J)=], and rr(n( Uj U]» 
is a B-monomorphism if and only if IwCrw(UJ) = U]. This proves Corollary 7.5 in 
view of Theorem 7.4. 

In applications of Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 it is to be noted that rr( Y) (Y E 139J1) is 
a B-isomorphism either 

(a) if Y is finitely generated and projective, or 
(b) if B is quasi-Frobenius and Y is finitely generated 13

). 

§ 8. Nakayama isomorphism 

Let BU4, AV13 , W, {UI,"', Un}, {VI,"', Vn } be the same as described in Theorem 
3. 2. Let us set 

(75) 

Then by the convention made in § 1 U is a D-A-bimodule and V is a C-B-bimodule 
-~---~-.~--~ 

12) As is easily seen from the existence of an algebra which is QF-3 but not quasi
Frobenius, Theorem 7.3 does not hold in general unless S is faithful. 

13) Cf. K. Morita and H. Tachikawa [12], Morita [10]. 
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as well as an A-E-bimodule. Then by Lemma 2.3 C is ring-isomorphic to [End B 

(BU»)D which will be identified v.,rith C by the formula 

(76) W(UC, v)={J)(u, cv), for UE U, VE V. 

Furthermore, we assume that 

(77) n U, VB and A V are faithful. 

Thus we may, and shall, consider that II is a subring of C and B is a subring of 
D and E. 

Let us set 

(78) 

where ZR(F) means the centralizer of F in R for a subset F of a ring R: ZR(F) 
={rERlr:r=xr for all xEF}. 

Let dE Do. Then the correspondence u-->du defines a B-endomorphism of U and 
hence there is an element tp(d) of C such that 

(79) du=utp(d) for UE U. 

It is clear that tp(d) E Co. Moreover, as is easily seen, tp is an inverse-isomorphism 
of the ring Do onto Co. Similarly, there is an inverse-isomorphism 1) of the ring 
Eo onto Co such that 

(80) ve=¢(e)v for VEV, eERo• 

Now, let us set 

(81) Oed) = (¢-l otp) Cd), 

Then 0 is a ring-isomorphism of Do onto Eo and \ve have 

(82) (J)(du, v) = (J)(u, v()(d», for UEU, VEV 

Since for dEDonB it holds that (J)(du, v)=d{J)(u, v)={J)(u, v)d={J)(u, vd), we have 

(83) O(d)=d, for dEDonB. 

Let us define a two-sided B-homomorphism ho: B Uil (gj!l VB~nBB by 

(84) ho(u(gjv)={J)(U, v) for UEU, VEV 

h(u(gj v) = {J)(du, v) for UEU, VEV, 

since the correspondence v---'>h(u(gjv) determines an element u' of U such that 
h(u (gj V) = {J)(u', v) for all v, and the correspondence u-->u' is a B-A-endomorphism of 
U. Thus we have 

(85) 
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Let r': AVB~AHomB(BU1' 13B)]n be another A-B-isomorphism and let (J)'(u, v) 
= [r'(v)](u) for u E U, V E V. Then, as is seen from the above consideration, there is 
an element do of Do such that d;;l exists and (J)'(u, v)= (J)(dou, v). Hence the ring
isomorphism 0' of Do onto Eo corresponding to (J)t is expressed as 

for dEDo. 

Thus 0 is determined uniquely up to an inner automorphism. \7i[ e shall call 
o a Nakayama isomorphism. 

Next, we shall consider 

(64) A: Homn(13 U4 @ X, BB) ~ Hom.1 (X, .1 VB) 

which is defined by (65) in § 7. 
THEOREM 8. 1. The isol1lOrphism A in (64) is a right B-isomorphism which is 

natural in X E A9Jt If we regard the left-hand side of (64) as a right Do-lnodule and 
the right-hand side as a right Eo-module, then A is a semi-linear isomorphism with 
respect to 0; that is, 

(86) [I. (gd)] (x) = [I.(g) (x)]O(d), for dEDo, ,1: EX. 

Furthennore, A maps HOl11CB,B)(BUA @AXB,BBB) isomorphically onto I-IomcA,B)(.1Xn, AVn). 
PROOF. From the property of dual sets of generators we get for dE Do 

n 

(87) 

{ dUi= L,OJ(dUi' Vj)uj, 

ViO(d;: f,ViOJ(Ui, vjO(d)). 
i=l 

l-lence by virtue of (82) we have (86). The last part of the theorem follows readily 
from (65). 

We note further that 

(88) A(ho)=lv, 

since A(ho) (v)= 'L,Vilo(Ui@V)= 'L,Vi{J)(Ui, V)=V. 

THEOREM 8. 2. Let AXB be an A-B-bimodule which is A-B-isomorphic to a di
rect summand of a direct sum of a finite number of copies of A VB. Then the map 

defined by 

[<P(j @g)](x)=g(A(f)(x», x E X 

is an isomorphism which is natural in AXB and in X' E .19]1. 
Here for a left E-module Y we denote by (0, Y) the left Do-module which coin

cides with Y as an additive group and on which left multiplication by an element 
d of Do is defined by d*y=(}(d)y, yEY. 

PROOF. Let hEHol11c.1,B)(AXB, JlX'JJ). 
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Then we have 

A(f" o(l@h»=A(f")o/z 

for f"EHom(B,13)(BU4@AX~, BBB), \\There l@h E HomUJ,B)( 13 UA@AX1J, BUA@AX~). 
Thus (/J is natural in AXB • It is obvious that (/J is natural in XI E ;19J1. Now, let 
us set AXB=AVB. 
Then we have for 9 E [0, Hom .. 1(A VB, XI)] 

[(/J(hod @ g)](v) = g(A(hod) (v» = o«(A(ho) (v))O(d)) = o(vO(d» = (do) (v), 

that is, (/J(hod@g)=dg. This shows that (fJ is an isomorphism in this case. Since 
r]J is natural in AXB , it fo11O\vs that 1J is an isomorphism in general for AXn with 
the type described in the theorem. 

LEMMA 8. 3. Let X be a left A -module which is A -isoJnorjJhic to a direct sum
mand of a finite direct sum of copies of A V. Then the map 

7JT: HomA (X, A VB) @ E [Hom.1 C1 V E, X/)] __ J-lomA eX, XI) 

defined by 

[lJT(f@g)](:x:)=g(f(:x:», ;-x: EX, 

is an isomorphisJ11. which is natural in X and XI E ;l9JL 
PROOF. If X=AV, then we have for eEE 

[(/J(l ve@g)](x)=g(.xe)=(eg) (,x), ,x E X, 

and hence 7Jf is an isomorphism. Since TJT is natural in X, the lemma follows readily. 
On the basis of these results we can establish a cohomology theory for adjoint 

pairs, analogously as in F. Kasch [8] and B. Muller [13]. The case of QF-3 algebras 
treated by H. Tachikawa [17] is also contained in our considerations. 

§ 9. The endomorphism ring theorem 

Let 

P, pI: 139J1->c9J1, Q: c9J1 -> n9J1 

be functors. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let {S, T} and {P, Q} be adjoint pairs such that SI is a right ad

joint of T and P' is a right adjoint of Q. Then {PS, TQ} is an adjoint pair such 
that pIS' is a right adjoint of TQ. 

PROOF. We have 

Homc(PS(X), Z)~HomB(S(X), Q(Z»~HomAX, TQ(Z», 

and similarly HomATQ(Z), X)~Homc(Z, P'S'(X», where XEAS)J(, YEBs)J1, ZE cSJJ1. 
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COROLLARY 9.2. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 9.1, if {S, T} is an 
(So, To)-quasi-strongly (yesp. (So, To)-styongly) adjoint pair and {P, Q} is a (To, Qo)
quasi-styongly Crespo (To, Qo)-strongly) adjoint pail', then {PS, TQ} is an (So, Qo)-quasi
strongly (resp. (So, Qo)-strongly) adjoint pair, wheye Qo is a categol'y-isomol'Phism fl'om 
c9J1 to itself. 

Proof is obvious. 
We shall now establish the endomorphism ring theorem. 

THEOREM 9.3. Let {S, T} be an (So, To)-quasi-styongly (resp. (So, To)-strongly) 
adjoint pail'; let BUA, A VB, BU~ be bi1nodules satisfying conditions (36) to (39) and 
(40) (yesp. (40)/1). Let us set 

and assume that A V is faithful. By the convention 11wde in § 1 A becomes a sub
ring of C. Then, if either VB is a gel'teYatoY 01' To=l, then C is a (Qo, So)-quasi
Frobenius (resp. (Qo, So)-Fyobenius) extension of B, whel'e Qo is a categoyy-ismnol'phism 
from c9J1 to itself and Qo = 1 in case To = l. 

PROOF. By (38) we may assume that C is a right operator domain of U and 
HOm1J(CVB, BB)~BUC. Then we have 

Let us set 

Then we have 

(91) 

(92) 

Let us set 

P(Y)=HomB(BUC, Y)~CVB®Y, 

Q(Z)=BUC®Z, ZE c9J1. 

PS(){)~CCA®X, TQ(Z)~ACC®Z, 

HomATQ(Z), X)~Homc(Z, PS'(){)). 

or Qo=l 

according as BU is a generator (case i)) or To=l (case ii)). In case i), P and Q are 
category-isomorphisms and PTO-lSSO is naturally equivalent to QOl(PS)SO' Since S' 
is similar to TO-lSSO by assumption, PS' is similar to QOl(PS)SO. Hence by (92) 
there exists a left adjoint R of PS and R is similar to So(TQ)Qol. In case ii), PS' 
is similar to (PS)So and hence PS has a left adjoint which is similar to So(TQ). 
In view of (92), we see by Theorem 5. 1 that in either case C is a (Qo, So)-quasi
Frobenius extension of A, and that if {S, T} is an (So, T)-strongly adjoint pair, then 
C is a (Qo, So)-Frobenius extension. 

THEOREM 9.4. Let AVB be an A-B-bimodule such that 
1) VB is a finitely generated, pyojective genera tOY and 2) AV is faithful. 

Let C=EndB(VB). If C is a (Qo, So)-quasi-Frobenius (resp. (Qo, So)-Frobenius) ex-
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tension of A, then {S, T} is an (So, To)-quasi-strongly (resp. (So, To)-stmngly) adjoint 
pair, where 

and To=QQoP, P(Y)=cVB0Y, Q(Z)=Homc(cVR , Z) (YE n9Jc, ZEc9Je), and Qo: c~m-> 
c~m is a category-isomorphism. 

PROOF. Let us set 

and let K': C9JC->A9Jc be a right adjoint of L. Then by assumption {K, L} is an 
(So, Qo)-quasi-strongly (resp. (So, Qo)-strongly) adjoint pair. On the other hand, P and 
Q are category-isomorphisms which are inverses of each other, and hence {Q, P} is 
a strongly adjoint pair, and consequently {Q, P} is a (Qo, To)-strongly adjoint pair. 
Since LP( Y) ~ T( Y), {S, T} is an (So, To)-quasi-strongly Crespo (So, To)-strongly) ad
joint pair by Corollary 9.2. 

In view of Theorem 5.1, Theorenls 9.3 and 9.4 contain Kasch's theorem [G, 
Satz 5] and its generalizations by Kasch [7], Nakayama-Tsuzuku [14), Pareigis [IG) 
and Milller [13)1-1). If A is a (1, p)-Frobenius extension of 13 and ,8 is extendable to 
an automorphism a of A, A. is an (a-I, 1)-Frobenius extension of 13 (cf. the end of § 5), 
and hence C=End BC/1B ) is a (I, a-l)-Frobenius extension of 13 by Theorem 9.3; 
this is the case treated by Nakayama-Tsuzuku [14] and Pareigis [IG]. For an (a, p)
Frobenius extension A of 13, C=End J3(AB) is a (r, a)-Frobenius extension of /1 in 
case AB is free; except for this case and the case p = I, C is not always a (r, a)

Frobenius extension of 13 where r is an automorphism of C. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.3 v\7e have 
COROLLARY 9. 5. Let {S, T} and C be the same as in Theorenz 9. 3. If Vn is 

a generator and A V is faithful, then the functor T is the composite of a category
isomorphism /1'om B9Jc to c9J1 and a functor ACc0Z: C9JC----+A9Jc associated with a 
(QQ,So)-quasi-Frobenius (resp. (Qo, So)-Frobenius) extension C of A. 

Finally, in case 13 is a subring of A and there is an (So, To)-strongly adjoint 
pair such that T( Y) ~ A VB 0 Y and A VB is similar to /lAB, we shall say that A is a 
strongly (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extension of 13. Then we have 

THEOH-EM 9.6. If A is a strongly (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extension of 13, then 
D= [EndAA V»)O is a (Q6, To)-Fyobenius extension of 13 and the ring A is sinzilar to 
DI5). 

PH-OOF. {T, Sf} is a (To,So)-strongly adjoint pair and the theorem follows from 
Theorem 9. 3. 

The notion of strongly (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extensions is narrower than that 
of (So, To)-quasi-Frobenius extensions, but has much more similarity to quasi-Fro
benius algebras as Theorem 9. 6 shows. 

14) Strictly speaking, Muller's result concerning two-sided quasi-Frobenius extensions. 
We can establish the theorems so that they may contain Miiller's result concerning one
sided quasi-Frobenius extensions. Cf. also footnote 10). 

15) Two rings E and F are called similar if there is a category-isomorphism from 
EWe to F~In. 
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§ 10. Adjoint pairs of functors and category-isomorphisms 

We shall first prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let {S, T} be an adjoint pair such that S has a left adjoint, 

S' has a right adjoint T', and S' is faithful. Let YE B9JL 
(a) If Y is projective or injective, so is T( Y). 
(b) If Y is filzitely generated, faithful, or a generator, so is T(Y). 
(c) In case T' is faithful, if 1. dim Y=m<co, then 1. dim T(Y)=m. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.2 there exist bimodules A VB, uU."" HU~ which satisfy 

conditions (37) to (39) and we have 

T(Y)~AVB0Y, S'(X)~HomA(AVB, X)~nU~0X. 

Furthermore, A V is a generator by Lemma 1. 5. Hence U~ is also a generator. 
Thus (b) follows readily from Lemmas 2.4 and 1. 3. Next, (a) is a direct c;onsequ
ence of Lemmas 6.6 and 6.6'. Finally, to prove (c) we first observe that there is 
a natural isomorphism 

(93) Ext~(T(Y), X)~Ext~(Y, S'(X», n=O, I, 2, .... 

Secondly, since T'(Y)~Hom(BU~, Y), S'(X)~RU~ 0)( and T' is faithful, BU' is a 
generator and hence for any Yo E 13m1 there is Xo E "19)1 such that S'(Xo) is B-homo
morphically mapped onto Yo. The first fact implies 1. dim T(Y)~m, while the second 
implies 1. dim T(Y)~m. 

THEOREM 10.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 10.1, the follow-
ing statements are true. 

(a) If B satisfies the minimum condition for left (resp. right) ideals, so does A. 
(b) If B is a quasi-Frobenius ring, so is A. 
(c) In case S is faithful, if B is an S-ring in the sense of I(asch [6], so is A. 
PROOF. Let A VB and B UA be the bimodules as described in the proof of Theo-

rem 10. 1. Then with the notations of Theorem 4.3 we have 

Since U'tt is a generator, S: 9)1.r -->m1B is faithful by Lemma 1.5. Now, (a) follows 
from the fact that Sf Crespo S) is a faithful exact functor. Next, (b) is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 10. 1. 

Finally, to prove (c) we first observe that a ring C with the minimum condi
tion for left and right ideals is an S-ring if and only if for any non-zero left (resp. 
right) module Z we have Homc(Z, cC)~O Crespo Homc(Z, Cc)~O). If B is an S-ring, 
and )( is a non-zero left A-module, then SCX)~O and we have by Lemma 7.1 

Hence HomA(X, r1A)~0. Similarly, we can prove, by making use of S, that HomA 
(X, AA)~O for a non-zero right A-module )(. Thus A is an S-ring. 

Theorem 10.1 shows that a number of properties for modules are preserved 
under a functor which is a member of an adjoint pair with some conditions. From 
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this point of view \liTe can give a characterization of category-isomorphisms. 
THEOREM 10.3. Let {5, T} be an adjoint pair of functors such that S' has a 

right adjoint. Then T is a category-isomorphis77z i/ and only if the conditions a) and 
b) below are satisfied: 

a) if)C E A~.m is simple, so are 5(X) and SI(X); 

b) if Y E B9Jl is simple, so is T( Y). 

[{ere A and B are assumed to satisfy the minimum condition for left ideals. 
PROOF. \¥ e have only to prove the" if" part. Suppose that a) and b) hold. 

Let N(A) (resp. NCB» be the radical of A Crespo 13) and set 

where {eJ,"" em} Crespo {f),"·,fn}) is a maximal set of mutually orthogonal pm11l
tive idempotents of A Crespo B) such that Aei ~ Aej (resp. J3/i =t= J3fj) for i~j. By 
assumption there is a map 1r from {I, .. ·, m} into {I,,,,, n} such that S(Ael:)~BJ~(i)' i 
=1,,,,, m. Since HomJ3(5(X), Y)~HomAX, T(Y», \ve have HomA(Aei, T(Bl~(i))~O 
and hence Aei~ T(Blci)' Hence 7r is one-to-one and onto. Thus we may, and shall, 
assume that m = nand 

i=l,···,1n. 

From this it follows further that 5'CAei)~Bli. Since we have 

if i=j, 

jf i~j, 

and 5(Aei) is projective by Lemma 6.6, we see that S(Aei)~Efi. Similarly, TCE/i) 
~ Aei, i = 1" .. , m, since 5' is exact. 

Now let us consider the map aoCX) defined by (49) in § 6. It is seen that 
aO(Aei): Aei->T5(Aei) is an A-isomorphism since it is not zero as the image of the 
identity map of 5(Aei) onto itself under 2. Let p be the canonical projection from 
Aei onto Aei. Then the diagram 

p 
-+Aei----

I 
ao(N(A)ei) I aO(Aei) aO(Aei) 

1 1 TS(p) 1_ 
TS(N(A)ei») ---, TS(Aei) ---, TS(Aei) --> ° 

is commututive and each row is exact. Since TS(p)oao(Aei)=ao(Aei)op=,\=O, aO(Aei) 
is an epimorphism; otherwise we would have Image ao(Aei)~Kernel TS(p), since 
TS(Aei) ~ Aei, TS(Aei) ~ Aei as has been proved above. Hence aO(Aei) is an A -iso
morphism. Consequently, aO(AA) is an A-isomorphism. Similarly, ~l(BE) is a 13-
isomorphism. 
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In view of Theorem 4. 2 we may assume that 

S(X)=BU4Q9X, T(Y)=AVnQ9Y, S/(X)=ljU~Q9X 

where BUA, lJU~ and AVJj are bimodules with properties described in Theorem 4.2. 
Then from the naturality of O'o(X) it follows that O'o(AA) is a two-sided A-isomor
phism: a'oC1A): AAA ~ A VB Q9 13 UA • This shows that TS is naturally equivalent to 
the identity functor. Similarly, pleBE) is a two-sided B-isomorphism and ST is natu
rally equivalent to the identity functor. Therefore T is a category-isomorphism. 
This proves Theorem 10. 3 1G

). 

In case there are functors SCn): A~J(->B~J( and TCn): B~J(-+A~J(, n=O, ±1, ±2,"', 
such that SCO) =S, TCO) = T and SCn) is a left adjoint of TCn) and a right adjoint of 
TCn- 1), and each of SCn) and TCn) are faithful, we shall call each of Sand T a 
category-quasi-isomorphisJn. As is easily seen, if {S, T} is an (So, To)-quasi-strongly 
adjoint pair and if Sand T are faithful then Sand Tare category-quasi-isomor
phis1l1. In case there is a category-quasi-isomorphis1l1 from A~J( to B~J(, we shall 
say that A is quasi-similar to B; quasi-similarity is an equivalence relation. Theo
rem 10.3 may be considered as a characterization of category-isomorphisms among 
category-quasi-isomorphisms. Theorem 10.1 as well as Theorem 7.3 gives a num
ber of properties of modules preserved under category-quasi-isomorphisms, while 
the properties of rings mentioned in Theorem 10.2 and the finistic left global di
mension of a ring (d. [1]) are quasi-similarity invariant. 
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